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English
TOPIC: ALPHABETICAL ORDER OR ABC ORDER

Mary and Sara are keen on putting the words
in order as per the English Alphabets. To do so,
they must know the Alphabetical or ABC order
precisely.
❖ Let us have a quick revision of the alphabetical order:

a b c d e f g h i
j k l m n o p q r
s t u v w x y z
Look at the pictures given below:

Do you think they follow the alphabetical order?
The answer is ‘NO’ since they are not arranged as per the alphabetical
order.

How can we check if a set of words are arranged according to the
alphabetical order?
To do so, we have to consider the first letter of each word.
In the pictures on the first page, the given set of words are: cup,
apple, dog and ball .So, we have to check on the first letter of
each word in the set. For example, in the word ‘Cup’, we have to
consider the first letter ‘C’. Similarly, ‘A’ for Apple, ‘D’ for Dog
and ‘B’ for Ball.
As we know, in the alphabetical order, first comes A, then B, C,
D….so on. That is why the words are not arranged as per the
alphabetical order in the pictures above.
Now to arrange it accordingly, in the beginning, we have to bring in
the word the first letter of which appears first in the alphabetical
order-Apple, Ball, Cup and Dog (A,B,C,D). Let us rearrange the
pictures again:

The words are now in order alphabetically.

Exercise:A

B.Put the following words in an alphabetical order:

1.car

train

bus

truck

2. dog

tiger

3. book

pen

4. fruit

animal

5. red

green

cat

monkey

eraser

glass

milk

colour

orange

blue

____________________________________________________

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Bn7mQq6zVA

EVS
Topic: About Myself
➢ There are many things we like about ourselves. For example, we like
watching cartoons, singing, dancing, making sketches etc. Similarly,
there are many things we don’t like. For example, we don’t like fighting,
making rooms dirty, keeping ourselves untidy etc.
➢ When asked to write or tell a few lines about ‘Myself’, we can begin
stating:

I am Sara.
I am 6 years old.
I study in Class I.
My father's name is Mr. Sushil Kumar.
He is a scientist.
My mother's name is Mrs. Indu Balla.
She is a doctor.
I have a younger sister, Yamini.
She studies in kindergarten.
I love my family a lot.
I love watching Doremon, Shin Chan, and Chotha Bhim on TV.

Exercise:
1. Make a list of things you like:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

2. Make a list of things you don’t like:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

3. Write a few lines about “Myself”.

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEWzUssPF3w

Computer
Topic: Parts of Computer
The main parts of the computer as seen externally are:
1) The CPU:
➢ The CPU ( Central Processing Unit) can be thought as the brain
of the computer.
➢ It controls all the other parts of the computer and makes
them work together.
➢ The computer stores all its information in CPU.
➢ The CPU is also where the on/off switch for the computer is
located.
Exercise:Fill in the blanks:
1.The CPU is the ____ of the
Computer.
2. The computer _______ all
its information in CPU.
3. CPU stands for ________.
4. The CPU is also where the
___________for the computer
is located.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUj7LIEiMN0

G.K
➢ A human body has ____ hands.
Ans: 2.
➢ We chew food through our_____.
Ans: Teeth.
➢ How many hours are there in a day?
Ans: 24 hours.
➢ How many days are there a year (excluding a leap year)?
Ans: 365 days.
➢ How many colours are there in a rainbow?
Ans: 7.
➢ How many letters are there in the English Alphabet?
Ans: 26.
➢ Which is the fastest land animal on earth?
Ans: Cheetah.
➢ Which festival is known as the” Festival of Lights”?
Ans: Diwali/Deepavali.
➢ There are ____ months in a year.
Ans: 12.

Subject – Mathematics

➢

Addition of 2 digit number.
1 2 3 4 5 6

I I I I I

5 6

I I I I I I
7

I I I I

+4 2
9 8

I I

8

Exercise
1. Add
a)

c)

4 3
+ 1 0
__________
__________

b)

3 5
+ 4 3
__________
__________

d)

2 7
+ 6 1
__________
__________

4 0
+ 0 3
______________
______________

